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What is a marquee?

A marquee is most commonly a structure placed 
over the entrance to a hotel or theatre. It has 
s ignage stating either the name of the 
establishment or, in the case of theatres, the play 
or movie and the artist(s) appearing at that 
venue. The marquee is often identifiable by a 
surrounding cache of light bulbs, usually yellow or 
white, that flash intermittently or as chasing lights.

ETYMOLOGY:
The current usage of the modern English word 
marquee, that refers specifically to a canopy 
projecting over the main entrance of a theater, 
which displays details of the entertainment or 
performers, was documented in the academic 
journal American Speech in 1926: "Marquee, the 
front door or main entrance of the big top.”

HISTORY:
Movie marquee designs in the United States are 
closely related to the social, political, and 
economic forces of the 20th century. The 
invention of the automobile influenced many 
elements of theater architecture. The marquee in 
particular became larger, and stood out from the 
street to serve as a physical and aesthetic 
landmark from other businesses along the 
sidewalk. The shape also evolved from a small 
rectangle to a trapezoid, making it more 
readable to automobile traffic. 

The text also became less detailed but larger. The 
larger size of the sign and text, combined with the 
flashing lights and color, made the façade easily 
visible to fast-passing cars. Movie marquee 
designs in the 1930s prompted theater historian 
Ben M. Hall to call them "electric tiaras.”

During World War II, aesthetic considerations of 
the marquee were dictated by the availability of 
labor and materials. Building materials such as 
steel, copper, bronze, and aluminum were 
limited. Even in the postwar years, these building 
materials were mostly dedicated to building 
civilian housing for returning soldiers and their 
families. Concrete and glass, two building 
materials that were not restricted, became 
essential to movie theater architects. Light was 
also an unrestricted resource for architects, and 
combined with glass it produced striking visual 
effects. The mild climate of certain locations, 
such as the American West Coast, also permitted 
the use of lightweight materials such as porcelain 
and plastics in marquees. Another benefit of 
using light and glass together (besides the 
dramatic appearance it created) was the 
economic bonus of it being cheap.[2]
Marquees are also used to illuminate the name of 
an arcade game at the top of its cabinet.

This article is about the structure on the front of a hotel or theatre.
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Who is the Wagner Electric Sign Company?

How do we do it? The 3 C’s

Clear Constant Communications

Client Meeting - listen and learn: 
what is their concept, ideas, and

expectations.

Design Team - research:
what is the best way to make it reality.

Client Sign-Off on Design - our expertise:
we can advise what is possible &

available to work best for the needs.

Project Managing - coordinating:
meet the needs of client and

community.

Production/Fabrication:
understands client expectations as

depicted in designs and shop drawings.

Installation:
whether provided by Wagner or client,

Wagner offers on site supervising for
a successful finished project.

Technical Support:
training before completion, support

available after the project is complete.

Wagner Electric Sign Co., has been
a fami ly-owned company s ince 1954,
specializing in creative and innovative
restoration, designs and technology, for
o v e r  5 0  y e a r s ,  c o n t i n u i n g  t o  b e  a n
industry leader in the 21st century. From
grandfather,  to  father,  to  sons,  three
generat ions  have cont inued to home
their skill and expertise in communication
design and customer service, breathtaking
m a r q u e e ’ s ,  b l a d e  s i g n s  a n d  s t r o n g 

From a simple canopy structure mounted to
the front of a hotel or theater, to the creation
of a fully animated marquee canopy or
building vertical blade. Wagner Electric
Sign Co. focuses their knowledge, abilities,
and skills to ensure each project gets the
individual attention and detail it deserves.
We understand the importance of accuracy
in history and appreciation of restoring back

Wagner Electric Sign Co. specializes in
researching history, restoring or manufacturing
new to replicate the past, with the intervention
of today’s technology and energy conservation,
creating the seamless transition from idea to the

customer relationships.

to what once was there.

final product.
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Frequently Asked Questions
How much does a marquee or blade cost?
This depends on many factors;
   1. Size
   2. Shape
   3. Design
   4. Illumination
      a. Type
         1) Incandescent
         2) Fluorescent
         3) Compact Fluorescent Lamp (CFL)
         4) Neon
         5) LED
            a) Lamp Style
            b) Tube Style
      b. Quantity
   5. Special Materials
      a. Stamped Metal
      b. Controllers
         1) Flashers
         2) Digital Multiplex (DMX) Controller
      c. Communications
         1) Direct Wire (Hard Wire)
         2) Ethernet
         3) Fibre
         4) Radio
         5) Cellular

How does it attach to building/structure?
This depends on;
   1. Existing Available
   2. New Required

Who installs?
This depends on;
   1. Location of Job Site
      a. Wagner - Local
      b. Sub - Out of State
   2. Installer Determined by Contract
   3. Clients Installer

What type of changeable message?
This depends mainly on budget/preference;
   1. Flat Printed Letter on Backer
   2. Injection Molded Letter
   3. LED Display

What type of lighting? - also see 4. Illumination a. Type

This depends mainly on budget/preference;
   1. Bulb Style (exposed)
   2. Neon (exposed)
   3. LED Strip

What paint color(s) to use?
This depends on preference/historic samples.
Colors can be matched based on Major Paint 
Manufacturers (PPG, BM, SW, etc) and mixed in 
house. Samples are always approved prior to 
applying on final product.

How is it controlled?
Normally, on site electrician handles this in 
coordination with Wagner. Wagner will provide 
special equipment with training per agreement.
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Lighting Types

Type of Lighting Available

Incandescent
Typically the three main style bulb styles used are G11, S14 and A15. Available in Clear, Frosted, 
Transparent, or Painted. The G11 & S14 normally are 10 or 11 watts compared to the A15 at 25 or 30 watts. 
The bulbs are rated for 120V and normally are the standard medium screw socket. This style lamp is the 
style originally used but is being slowly phased out due to energy conservation.

Compact Fluorescent (CFL)
Also come in G11, S14, A15 styles. Available in Clear, Frosted, and limited in Transparent, or Painted. The 
S14 at 10 watts compared to the A15 at 14 watts. The bulbs are rated for 120V and normally are the 
standard medium screw socket. Color range is 2700K - 5000K. 2700K more yellow and 5000K more blue. 
More energy efficient then incandescent.

LED
Also come in G11, S14, A15 styles. Available in  Clear, Frosted, and limited in Transparent, or Painted. 
Wattage ranges from 1 watt to 3 watts. The bulbs are rated for 120V and normally are the standard 
medium socket. Color range is 2700K - 5000K. 2700K more yellow and 5000K more blue. Also colored LEDs 
are available. Considered most energy efficient of all bulb types.

Neon
Custom manufactured for each project. Many colors available. Used for letters, designs, and borders.

LED (Strip/Tube)
There are many styles, colors, and lengths that are available. In special cases, a neon effect can be 
produced in a standard static color or capable of being changed with the assistance of a computer 
and controller. Many colors and white variations are available.

Fluorescent Tube
These are normally sed behind plastic. Commonly used to light panels with graphics or changeable 
letters.

LED Display
Today many theaters have begun to use LED displays. Messages are changed quickly with the 
capabilities of using pictures, videos or mocking and old style changeable message board. Live 
streaming is also possible. They have been proven to be the most safe. No ladders required, or fear of 
falling letters. Displays come in RGB and can produce over a trillion colors. Different pixel sizes are 
available for budget purposes.
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Outdoor Full Color Display

Outdoor Full Color Display
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The Wagner Electric Sign Company
7135 West Ridge Road, Elyria OH 44035
USA

Co t t   e
(TEL) 1. 00.553.6366 x34 (FAX) 440.233.6455
Mark WagnerSign.com

Co t t   e
(TEL) 1. 00.553.6366 x35 (FAX) 440.233.6455
Darryl WagnerSign.com

a es  Mar eting Te hni a  er i es
The Wagner Electric Sign Company
7135 West Ridge Road, Elyria OH 44035
USA

Co t t  es e
(TEL) 1. 00.553.6366 x44 (FAX) 440.233.6455
JParker WagnerSign.com

Co t t   e
(TEL) 1. 00.553.6366 x35 (FAX) 440.233.6455
Darryl WagnerSign.com

Conta t Us


